Our 50th Anniversary Homecoming and Reunion Party were huge successes! We were so glad to see so many of our Founders, former faculty and alumni. Fun was had by all! The photo booth seemed to be the favorite Saturday night. A special thanks to all who helped make these events so tremendous – Charlotte Garner Karcher, Kathy Taylor Davis, Kay Carlisle, Debbie Clark, Denise Terry, Joanie Webb, Steve Luthe, Melissa Stafford Ferge, Wendi Glenn, Janet Montague Hunt, Tricia Bowling Yager, Jodi Yager, Debbie Dandridge Westbrook, Kristy Tapp Waldrop, Jeanne Chambers Delong, Judy Chambers Hampton, Mary Lynne Wilson Tomlin, Cindy Douglass Cocke, Teague Store – Will & Tammy Harris Bowling, Lori Crafton Cherry and all who helped update class member’s addresses and e-mails!
Currently a veterinarian at the Somerville Animal Hospital, Benjamin Kinney is a proud member of the Fayette Academy’s class of 2006. He felt prepared for college due to the hard work of teachers Harry Ozier, Hal Montague, and Ruth Anne Moore. He attended Hampden-Sydney College in Farmville, Virginia due to its familiar, rural setting although it was miles away from Fayette County. He had always considered attending medical school, but ultimately chose to pursue a different branch of science. With magna cum laude, a degree in biology, and a minor in chemistry achieved, he continued to the University of Tennessee College of Veterinarian Medicine in Knoxville to further his knowledge.

Having graduated from vet school in 2014, Kinney was ready to enter the work force. He considered accepting positions in Nashville or Dallas, but ultimately returned to Somerville because of the people. He believes Fayette Academy, which is a large part of small-town Somerville, follows the Hamden-Sydney mission statement of producing “good men and good citizens.” His high school friendships have survived to this day. Just last year, he was seen on the side lines of junior high boys’ basketball games, helping fellow 2006 graduate, Matt Kelley, coach. “Fayette Academy will always have a special place in my heart,” Kinney admits. He delights in his job of taking care of all his friends’ pets, and plans to help people and animals for many years to come.

Interview by Senior Katie Crenshaw, daughter of Ransom ’84 and Ginger Crenshaw.
Cindy Cocke holds Fayette Academy close to her heart. She was a member of the first first grade taught lovingly by Ms. Betty Shelton. She was proud when the school moved to its current location for her next year of school, even if it was only three buildings at the time. She recalls the school’s first headmaster, Mrs. Elizabeth Daggon, and how Mrs. Karen Thorpe instructed P.E. for many years. She even remembers the fathers welding the swing sets that still stand in the playground today. Cindy graduated in 1977, quite prepared for college thanks to Ms. Day’s watchful eye during her senior year, and she went on to U.T. Knoxville and U.T. Martin to attain an elementary education degree. After working a year at Central Elementary in Somerville, she stayed home to raise her three children until 1993 when she became a Kindergarten teacher at her old school of Fayette Academy. She studied hard to receive a Master’s degree in Curriculum and Instruction from Freed-Hardeman University in 1996 all while still teaching a class. She worked as a Kindergarten teacher for twenty-two years while this school year was her first time teaching fourth grade. She is thankful for the education Fayette Academy provided for her, her husband, Hamlette Cocke (class of 1973), and her children Daniel (class of 2004), Catherine (class of 2006), and Davis (class of 2009). Most of all, she has enjoyed seeing her small school grow from those three small buildings to eight-plus it is now.
Class of 2015

Front row: Headmaster Ron Canada, Senior Class Sponsor Sarah Belle Day, Thomas Wilkerson

Second row: Kelsey Wilson, Haley Cunningham, Kenzie Burgess, Hannah Doohen, Sydney Maybury, Abbey German, Brenna Piccirilli, Casey, Sydney Jenkins, Melissa Filcek

Third row: Anna Elrod, Carmen Dodge, Brixton Bishop, Rebecca Fletcher, Anna Green, Rebekah Moffatt, Payton Davis, Kirsten Burns, Molly McDonald, Jamie Evans

Fourth row: Cody Cunningham, Tristen Avent, Bobby Curland, John Burton Friedman, Dylan Robbins, Danny Ashcraft, Austin Elrod, Quentin Savage, Louie Aguilar

Fifth row: Austin Joyner, Tillman White, Sullivan Landry, Will Howell, John Ferguson, Alex Wilson, Benjamin Russell, Alec Cooper, William Thomas, Blake Barron

Back row: Jake Park, Taylor Putt, Austin Taylor, Alec Mabry, Graham Smith, Will Ballard, Bracken Jones, Jake Martin, Sawyer Antonetti

Not pictured: Zach Craig
2015 Kindergarten Classes

Mrs. Dinah Armour’s Class
First row: Casey Roy, Paige Ladner, London Arwood, Katelyn McNabb, Della Foshee, Hannah Brooke Fly
Back row: Matthew Mills, Kahne Dozier, Markham Morris, Parker Moss, Ryan Herzke, Jackson Ivey

Mrs. Dee Evans’ Class
First row: Clay Anderson, Phoebe Forrestesr, Josh Geiser, Trinity Tran, Braylon Tapp, Audrey Williams
Back row: Sydney Sullivan, Hardy Armour, Clara Pulliam, Elijah Walters, Chase Price, Harris Armour
50th Anniversary Reunion Party
50th Anniversary Reunion - Photo Booth Fun!
First row: Allie Proctor, Sophie Earnest, Caroline Wilson, Colton Payne, Grant Karcher, Ian Dycus, Henry Armour, Jac Crawford, Paige Ladner, Tatum Walker, Kate Hurdle, JoAnna Bond, Mecklenly Brock, JulieAnn Logan, Mallory Fowler, Harrison Douglas, Brooks Culver, Waverly Smith, Aiden Howard, Ainsley Bryan, Alexis Rich, Everett Proctor


Ninth row: Gabe Threet, Mark Montague, Matthew Krosp, Tyler Irby, Scott Morris, Jay Earnest, Tess Hilliard, Courtney Wilburn, William Walker, Tyler Earnest, Ashley McNabb

Back row: Madison Morris, Elinor Westbrook, Abby Hilliard, Sam Howell, Kristin McNabb, Cynthia Boyer, Callie Grey, Sarah Roberson, Katie Crenshaw

Not pictured: Lele Avanzi, Selena Avanzi, Austin Creech, William Crook, Katie Hunt, Logan Hurdle, Jackson Karcher, Ragen Morris, Reed Morris
First row: Alexis Rich (Barrett ’95), Ainsley Bryan (Jason ’96 & Jill Dawson Bryan ’95), Aiden Howard (Clay ’95), Brooks Culver (Brian ’90), Harrison Douglas (David ’96), Waverly Smith (Justin ’99), Everett Proctor (Amy Sheffield Proctor ’94), JulieAnn Logan (JoeY ’01 & LeAnn Phillips Logan ’02), Mallory Fowler (Michael ’00 & Megan Glover Fowler ’04), Tatum Walker (Tracy Barnard Walker ’92), Paige Ladner (Amy Sparkman Ladner ’93), Mekenly Brock (Beth Pittman Brock ’96)

Second row: Ian Dycus (Angie Sanders Dycus ’96), Henry Armour (Alex ’93), JoAnna Bond (John ’91), Braylon Tapp (Bryant ’87 & Penny Perkins Tapp ’92), Phoebe Forrester (Stephen ’94), Allie Proctor (Nikki Lansdell Proctor ’02), Sophie Earnest (Rachael Smith Hollis ’95), Anna Rhea (Matt ’97 and Kristin Thomas Rhea ’98), Cooper Dennie (Melody Austin ’02),

Third row: Hardy Armour (Matthew ’96 & Cindy Joyner Armour ’96), Ryan Herzke (Georgene Dacus Herzke ’99), Nick Gerritsen (Kayla Waldron ’05), Kate Hurdle (Jeff ’93), Harris Armour (Alex ’93), Katelyn McNabb (Farrah Boyles McNabb ’95), Sydney Sullivan (John Syd ’99), Josi Lewis (Frank McKnight ’99), Grant Karcher (Rob Karcher ’97), Colton Payne (Barton ’06), Jac Crawford (Ginnie DeFoor Crawford ’00)

Last row: Addison McNabb (Farrah Boyles McNabb ’95), Elijah Walters (Brent ’77), Brady Lansdell (Chris ’00), Drew Brock (Beth Pittman Brock ’96), Cami Crawford (Ginnie DeFoor Crawford ’00), Morgan Cannon (Amy Kimery Cannon ’95), Kayla Reeves (Dr. Greg ’88), Hayden Graves (Lee ’96), Caroline Wilson (Perry ’99 & Jennifer Lawson Wilson ’99), Bradley Minor (John ’01), Attila Montague (Curry ’80)

Not pictured: Selena Avanzi (Lori Markle Avanzi ’01) and Logan Hurdle (Jeff ’93)
3rd, 4th, and 5th grades

First row: Maggie Odom (Abby Douglass Odom ’01), Hadley Fleming (David ’08), Allie Reese Herzke (Georgene Dacus Herzke ’99), Kasey Kimery (Dale ’97 & Kelly Hutcherson Kimery ’95), Katie Lynn Branch (Julie Montague Branch ’94), Corbin Bowling (Will ’87 & Tammy Harris Bowling ’89), Cooper Ladner (Amy Sparkman Ladner ’03), Dutch Summers (Jay ’91), Brian Gerritsen (Kayla Waldron ’05), Nealy Middleton (Bryan ’93), Hannah Logan (Joey ’01 & LeAnn Phillips Logan ’02)

Second row: Dawson Bryan (Jason ’96 & Jill Dawson Bryan ’95), Abbi Tucker (Kim Cox Krosp ’91), Judson Tapp (Bryant ’87 & Penny Perkins Tapp ’92), Wyatt Morris (Shawn ’95), Mayes Pattat (John ’92), Harrison Middlecoff (Dr. Will ’92), Abby Claire Proctor (Amy Sheffield Proctor ’94), Jenna Kimery (Dale ’97 & Kelly Hutcherson Kimery ’95), Macy Yager (Patricia Bowling Yager ’83)

Third row: Mary Agnes Forrester (Stephen ’94), Lucas Jenkins (Ronald ’99), Will Burton (Joey ’94), Will McNabb (Joseph ’85), Sarah Traylor (Brandon ’91), Whitney Rhea (Matt ’97 & Kristen Thomas Rhea ’98), Jenny Beth Culver (Brian ’90)

Fourth row: Andrew Baker (Andrea Parker Baker ’89), Jacob Perkins (Jill Wainscott Womack ’01), Katharine Walker (Bob ’89), Addison Walker (Bob ’89), Nelson Walters (Brent ’77), Russell Wilson (Syd ’97), Grant Armour (Matthew ’96 & Cindy Joyner Armour ’96)

Back row: Collin Creech (Michelle Dobbins Creech ’93), Ellie Walker (Jay ’83), Annie Thornton (Lee Anne Rhea Thornton ’87), Abby Rhea (Scott ’96 & Holly Parker Rhea ’94), Madison Mod (Jimmy Mod ’97 & Christy Glover ’97), Morgan Ferge (Melissa Stafford Ferge ’97)
Junior High

First row: Caroline Hunt (Janet Montague Hunt ‘89), Mattie Walker (Jay ‘83), Addie Middleton (Bryan ‘93), Ava Summers (Jay ‘93), Hannah King (Jennifer Kee King ‘96), Victoria Sowell (Mandi Wooten Sowell ‘93), Cutler Cannon (Amy Kimery Cannon ‘95), Katie Traylor (Brandon ‘91), Garrison Walker (Tracy Barnard Walker ‘92), Hayden Powers (Audra Powers ‘98), Ariel Holcomb (Brooks ‘80)

Second row: Hadley Middlecoff (Dr. Will ‘92), Lizzie Rhea (Bill ‘86), Emma Walker (Blain ‘87 & Laura Barnes Walker ‘86), Cullen Morris (Shawn ‘95), Hunter Roberson (Janet Atkeison Roberson ‘85), Stone Hunt (Rocky ‘86), Matthew Walker (Bill ‘86 & Susie Powers Walker ‘86), Bri Sowell (Mandi Wooten Sowell ‘93)

Third row: Matthew Crook (Jonathan ‘90), Kaylin Crider (Tiffany Newman Crider ‘98), Caleb Boswell (David ‘71), Alex Baker (Andrea Parker Baker ‘89), Will Cagle (John Syd Sullivan ‘99), Madison Moffatt (Ashley ‘88), Ben Morris (Jodi Lowery Morris ‘85), Dylan Crawford (Daniel ‘92 & Courtney Lowery Crawford ‘95)

Fourth row: Hughes Pattat (John ‘91), Kelsey James (Kelly Akin Duggin ‘01), Caroline Rhea (Rob ‘82), Davis Powers (Conrad ‘91 & Dixie Hilliard Powers ‘91), Isaac Armour (Matthew ‘96 & Cindy Joyner Armour ‘97), Taylor Anderson (Farrah Benson Anderson ‘94), Macy Middleton (Bryan ‘93), Ella Earnest (Barry ‘86), Bradley Davis (Rob Karcher ‘97)

Back row: Brett Culver (Brian ‘90), Rube Scott Rhea (Scott ‘96 & Holly Parker Rhea ‘94), Bo Culver (Brian ‘90), Dalton Ferge (Melissa Stafford Ferge ‘97), Zach Anderson (Farrah Benson Anderson ‘94), Jake Cocke (Chester ‘79), Connor Fleming (David ‘98)

Not pictured - Lele Avanzi (Lori Markle Avanzi ‘01), Jackson Karcher (Rob Karcher ‘97 and Courtney Bowling Clayton ‘98), Ragen Morris (Zondra Houston ‘88), Reed Morris (Zondra Houston ‘88)
Freshmen and Sophomores

First row: Walt Bullwinkel (Gary ‘73), Emily Hunt (Janet Montague Hunt ‘89), Brinley Tapp (Bryant ‘87 & Penny Perkins Tapp ‘92), Richard Tapp (Tommie Lynn Summers Tapp ‘87), Wilson Morris (Jodi Lowery Morris ‘85), Skylar Robbins (B. J. Phillips ‘88), Hayley Grace Moffatt (Ashley ‘88), Vivian Ferge (Melissa Stafford Ferge ‘97), Caleigh Irby (Christie Sparks Irby ‘92), Sophie Umbarger (Jimmy ‘78)


Third row: Conner Pattat (John ‘91), Will Rhea (Bill ‘86), Cooper Earnest (Barry ‘86), Trey Powers (Conrad ‘91 & Dixie Hilliard Powers ‘91), Eli Crafton (Steve ‘87), Seth Joyner (Tobey ‘88), Courtney Stephens (Stacey Graham Stephens ‘87)

Back row: Dawson Wilburn (The late Tommie Lynn Sanders Wilburn ‘92), Hunter Day (Tommy ‘92), Peyton Bowling (Will ‘87 & Tammy Harris Bowling ‘89), Reid Holland (Hollie Ward Holland ‘97), Collin Fletcher (Jeff ‘79), Sam Thornton (Lee Ann Rhea Thornton ‘87), Luke Watkins (Matthew ‘91)

Not pictured: William Crook (Jonathan ‘90)
Juniors and Seniors

First row: Courtney Wilburn (the late Tommie Lynn Sanders Wilburn ’92), Matthew Krosp (Kim Cox Krosp ’91), Abby Hilliard (Terry ’88), Tess Hilliard (Terry ’88), Callie Grey (Mark ’82), Katie Crenshaw (Ransom ’84), Ashley McNabb (Mark ’81 & Judy Scott McNabb ’84), Kristin McNabb (Mark ’81 & Judy Scott McNabb ’84)

Second row: Elle Scarbrough (Jane Greer Scarbrough ’85), Leighann Wilson (Syd ’97), Madison Day (Tommy ’92), Cynthia Boyer (Gail Tapp Boyer ’84), Tyler Irby (Christie Sparks Irby ’92), Gabe Threet (Teresa Hunsucker Threet ’79)

Third row: Madison Morris (Michael ’81 & Sherri Cookston Morris ’81), Cortland Cocke (Chester ’79), Elinor Westbrook (Debbie Dandridge Westbrook ’79), Tyler Earnest (Rachael Smith Hollis ’93), Chad Douglass (Jack ’87), Coleman Morris (Chris ’82), Sarah Roberson (Janet Atkeision Roberson ’85)

Back row: Austin Sherrod (Jana Goodman Sherrod ’91), Jay Earnest (Barry ’86), William Walker (Bill ’86 & Susie Powers Walker ’86), Chandler Price (Robbie Weeks Price ’89), Scott Morris (Michael ’81 and Sheri Cookston Morris ’81), Mark Montague (Curry ’80), Sam Howell (Connie Collier Howell ’80)

Not pictured: Katie Hunt (Rocky ’86), Austin Creech (Michele Dobbins Creech ’93)
Double 2nd generation –
Both parents are FA alumni.

First row: Caroline Wilson (Perry ’99 & Jennifer Lawson Wilson ’99), JulieAnn Logan (Joey ’01 & LeAnn Phillips Logan ’02), Ainsley Bryan (Jason ’96 & Jill Dawson Bryan ’95), Mallory Fowler (Michael ’00 & Megan Glover Fowler ’04), Anna Rhea (Matt ’97 & Kristen Thomas Rhea ’98), Braylon Tapp (Bryant ’87 & Penny Perkins Tapp ’92), Hardy Armour (Matthew ’96 & Cindy Joyner Armour ’96)

Second row: Grant Armour (Matthew ’96 & Cindy Joyner Armour ’96), Judson Tapp (Bryant ’87 & Penny Perkins Tapp ’92), Hannah Logan (Joey ’01 & LeAnn Phillips Logan ’02), Kasey Kimery (Dale ’97 & Kelly Hutcherson Kimery ’95), Madison Mod (Jimmy Mod ’97 & Christy Glover ’97), Jenna Kimery (Dale ’97 & Kelly Hutcherson Kimery ’95), Whitney Rhea (Matt ’97 & Kristen Thomas Rhea ’98), Abby Rhea (Scott ’96 & Holly Parker Rhea ’94), Dawson Bryan (Jason ’96 & Jill Dawson Bryan ’95), Corbin Bowling (Will ’87 & Tammy Harris Bowling ’89)

Third row: Rube Scott Rhea (Scott ’96 & Holly Parker Rhea ’94), Davis Powers (Conrad ’91 & Dixie Hilliard Powers ’91), Isaac Armour (Matthew ’96 & Cindy Joyner Armour ’96), Dylan Crawford (Daniel ’92 & Courtney Lowery Crawford ’95), Matthew Walker (Bill ’86 & Susie Powers Walker ’86), Emma Walker (Blain ’87 & Laura Barnes Walker ’86), Kendall Walker (Blain ’87 & Laura Barnes Walker ’86), Brinley Tapp (Bryant ’87 & Penny Perkins Tapp ’92), Ashley McNabb (Mark ’81 & Judy Scott McNabb ’84), Kristen McNabb (Mark ’81 & Judy Scott McNabb ’84)

Back row: Trey Powers (Conrad ’91 & Dixie Hilliard Powers ’91), Peyton Bowling (Will ’87 & Tammy Harris Bowling ’89), William Walker (Bill ’86 & Susie Powers Walker ’86), Scott Morris (Michael ’81 & Sherri Cookston Morris ’81), Madison Morris (Michael ’81 & Sherri Cookston Morris ’81), Hanah Walker (Bill ’86 & Susie Powers Walker ’86)

Not pictured: Jackson Karcher (Rob Karcher ’97 and Courtney Bowling Clayton ’98)
3rd generation – Parents & grandparents graduated from FA.

First row: Katelyn McNabb (Farrah Boyles McNabb ’95, Kathy Henley Tippit ’76), Sydney Sullivan (John Syd ’99, John ’75), Caroline Wilson (Perry ’99, Penny Glass McKinnie ’71), Mallory Fowler (Michael ’04, Dave ’72 & Becky Cocke Fowler ’73), Allie Proctor (Nicki Lansdell Proctor ’02, Robin Lansdell ’75 & Glenda Lazenby Kee ’76), Bradley Minor (John ’01, Tom ’75), Paige Ladner (Amy Sparkman Ladner ’93, Michael ’71 & Sandy Garrison Sparkman ’72), Mekenly Brock (Beth Pittman Brock ’96, Jewel Tibbs Rieben ’73), Jac Crawford (Ginnie DeFoor Crawford ’00, Bubble ’76 & Ellen Atkeison DeFoor ’76), Braylon Tapp (Penny Perkins Tapp ’92, Betty Carol Hill Whitaker ’72), Ryan Herzke (Georgene Dacus Herzke ’99, Chuck ’74, and Allien Fowler Dacus ’75), Ian Dycus (Angie Sanders Dycus ’96, John ’73 & Linda Moss Sanders ’73), Grant Karcher (Rob ’97, Judy Green Karcher ’74)

Second row: Brady Lansdell (Chris ’00, Robin ’75 & Glenda Lazenby Kee ’76), Drew Brock (Beth Pittman Brock ’96, Jewel Tibbs Rieben ’73), Addison McNabb (Farrah Boyles McNabb ’95, Kathy Henley Tippit ’76), Hayden Graves (Lee ’96, Diane Newman Graves ’72), Cami Crawford (Ginnie DeFoor Crawford ’00, Bubble ’76 & Ellen Atkeison DeFoor ’76), Allie Reese Herzke (Georgene Dacus Herzke ’99, Chuck ’74 & Allien Fowler Dacus ’75), Maggie Odom (Abby Douglass Odom ’03, Randy ’79 & Lisa Blackwell Douglass ’79), Jacob Perkins (Jill Wainscott Womack ’03, Rose Graham Wainscott ’68), Cooper Ladner (Amy Sparkman Ladner ’93, Michael ’71 & Sandy Garrison Sparkman ’72)

Third row: Will Cagle (John Syd ’99, John ’75), Judson Tapp (Penny Perkins Tapp ’92, Betty Carol Hill Whitaker ’71), Wyatt Morris (Shawn ’95, Bob ’72), Mayes Pattat (John ’93, Rod ’68 & Patty McNeil Pattat ’69), Russell Wilson (Syd Wilson ’97, Penny Glass McKinnie ’72), LeighAnn Wilson (Syd Wilson ’97, Penny Glass McKinnie ’71, Brinley Tapp (Penny Perkins Tapp ’92, Betty Carol Hill Whitaker ’71)

Back row: Bradley Davis (Rob Karcher ’97, Judy Green Karcher ’74), Hughes Pattat (John ’91, Rod ’68 & Patty McNeil Pattat ’69), Cullen Morris (Shawn ’95, Bob ’72), Reid Holland (Hollie Ward Holland ’97, Glenda Davis Ward ’75), Connor Pattat (John ’91, Rod ’68 & Patty McNeil Pattat ’69)

Not pictured: Kaylin Crider (Tiffany Newman Crider ’98, Ronnie, 74), Jackson Karcher (Courtney Bowling Clayton ’98, Jimmie ’71 & Sandra Reeves Bowling ’72) (Rob ’97, Judy Green Karcher ’74)
Double 3rd generation – Both grandparents graduated from FA.

First row: Mallory Fowler (Dave ‘72 & Becky Cocke Fowler ‘73), Allie Proctor (Robin Lansdell ‘75 & Glenda Lazenby Kee ‘76), Paige Ladner (Michael ‘71 & Sandy Garrison Sparkman ‘72), Jac Crawford (Bubbie ‘76 & Ellen Atkeison DeFoor ‘76), Ryan Herzke (Chuck ‘74 & Allien Fowler Dacus ‘75), Ian Dycus (John ‘73 and Linda Moss Sanders ‘73)

Second row: Connor Pattat (Rod ‘68 & Patty McNeil Pattat ‘69), Cami Crawford (Bubbie ‘76 & Ellen Atkeison DeFoor ‘76), Allie Reese Herzke (Chuck ‘74 & Allien Fowler Dacus ‘75), Maggie Odom (Randy ‘79 & Lisa Blackwell Douglass ‘79), Cooper Ladner (Michael ‘71 & Sandy Garrison Sparkman ‘72), Brady Lansdell (Robin Lansdell ‘75 & Glenda Lazenby Kee ‘76)

Back row: Hughes Pattat (Rod ‘68 & Patty McNeil Pattat ‘69), Mayes Pattat (Rod ‘68 & Patty McNeil Pattat ‘69)

Not pictured: Jackson Karcher (Jimmie ‘71 & Sandra Reeves Bowling ‘72)
Nineteen Faculty/Staff Alumni

Seated: Mary Lynne Wilson Tomlin ‘77, Tammy Harris Bowling ‘89, Cindy Douglass Cocke ‘77, Lindsay German Koenig ‘02, Linsey Hunsucker Kelley ‘05, Debbie Roberson Graham ‘72, Mary Lou Snowden Pilcher ‘68, Farrah Boyles McNabb ‘95


Not pictured: Josh Pardue ‘11
- We sold over 80 of our 50th Anniversary Christmas ornaments. Thanks to Tennessee Pewter, Kathleen Armour.

- We sold out of our first order of 50th Anniversary cookbooks. We now have 200 more. Please be sure to reserve your copy now!
Go to THINK Live Blogging from the Cognitive Colloquium and watch the first video to see Joel Parker, PhD, Research Assistant Professor in University of North Carolina's Department of Genetics, son of Cindy & Ray Hawkins of Somerville, 1995 graduate of Fayette Academy.
Suggestions

To see more pictures from our 50th Anniversary Homecoming and reunion party go to Fayette Academy’s Alumni Association page on Facebook.

If you would like to recommend an alumni to be spotlighted please contact Charlotte Karcher at ckarcher@fayetteacademy.com